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Two main types of data sharing

•Internal
Within Cecil County Government (and affiliated
entities)

•External
Everything and everybody else

This is the type that first comes to mind when we
mention data sharing



Why is this important?
•External Reasons

•Cecil County’s population grew 17.6% between 2000
and 2010 (7th largest % growth in MD)

•85,964 persons to 101,108 persons

•Staff levels did not grow

•Location – Land borders with two other states (DE &
PA) pose unique challenges.



GIS Economics 101
(or at least my observations in 12+ years)

1.GIS data is an intangible good
Cannot be held in your hand
Can be transferred or traded

2. GIS data  might be intellectual property…
Like a patent, copyright, or industrial design rights

3. …But it might be a public good…
Like fresh air, lighthouses, or street lights

4. …but when it comes down to it….



Everybody wants GIS data

But nobody wants to pay 
for it!

How can something with 
such a high intrinsic value 
have little market demand?

…an 
impervious 

surface 
layer?

…all stop 
signs 

within five 
miles of 

Port 
Deposit?

Hi, I’m 
doing a 

study on … 
Do you 
have…?

…forest 
layer with 

trees 
classified 
by dBh?

…all theft 
calls since 
1995 for 
property 
valued at 
over…?

…as builts
from 1962?



We know because we tried…
•Section 10-905, Subtitle 9 of Annotated Code

Allows govt. units to:
•Adopt fee structure to recover costs
•Restrict use to those with signed contract.

From 2007 – 2012 Cecil County 
collected $10,609.45 in GIS data 

related sales.



Hypothesis #1
GIS data only accrues value when it is used.

•More people use the data when it is freely available.

•If GIS data has increased value, then I, as the GIS
data creator, also have increased value. 

Hypothesis #2
GIS data value comes from saving money (or 
resources) that otherwise would be spent. 

Data sharing = $$ savings



Hypothesis #3
Sharing data actually saves me time.



Data Sharing Conundrums
•1. The “free rider” problem

Individuals (or groups) can take advantage of 
freely available data.

•2. Forced data “sharing”
Legislative and permit requirements

•3. Protect your data with “easter eggs”
Board of County Commissioners for Cecil County 
vs. Real Estate Portal USA, LLC (Sept, 2011)



Questions?
Comments? 

David R. Black, AICP, GISP
GIS Coordinator
Cecil County Government
dblack@ccgov.org
410-996-5220 (phone)
410-996-5305 (fax)


